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Abstract
Mathematics is a broad science in life. Therefore learning media innovation must be done. The purpose of this research is to create applications that can expand knowledge and skills by attracting and flexible with android based systems for grade VIII students of junior high school. Android is an operating system that is Open Source which gives freedom for developers to develop an application, with the advantages of the Android operating system, will help Android-based users to be able to joyfully a variety of applications, one of the applications is e-encyclopedia. The stages of the research carried out refer to the ADDIE development model including Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. The stages of the research that have been carried out are the Stages of research that have been carried out are goal analysis (goal analysis, analysis of learning tools and materials, analysis of ability levels and characteristics of target users), design (application design to be presented, preparation of materials, preparation of material delivery flow in the form of flowcharts, making flowcart, and approve materials needed in encyclopedia development), development (application development), implementation (computer expert approval, material experts, and field discussions and conducting limited trials), and evaluations (evaluation of applications developed, carried out for forty before). The subjects involved grade VIII students were 10 female students and 12 male students as respondents. Feasibility test results were obtained 95% for media experts, 90% for material experts, 80% for field practitioners, and 83% for target users.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of time, media and technology have an important influence on education. This has become a daily consumption need. Some are even addicted to technology in the form of smartphones, laptops, computers, and the internet. This has influenced the learning process to date. Conventional learning media in the current millennial era has become increasingly difficult to find. Learning media is a tool that can convey or deliver learning messages (Arsyad, 2015: 3). The use of interesting learning media will increase students' motivation and interest in learning which will ultimately make students successfully understand the material provided (Setyadi and Qohar, 2017: 1). Learning media that can be used with technological advances in the form of learning applications on gadgets. In learning media able to train knowledge, skills and accuracy in the learning system in a more interesting way.

One effort to utilize Android is to develop a mobile apps, which will play a role in making Android a learning media for mathematics. So far, there are already android mobile apps that are used as learning media. One developer who has developed Androbook Chemistry (2016) as a chemical learning media is Najid Azma. Androbook Chemistry is made for students with disabilities speaking as an independent learning
media. In this study an android application developed is the Mathematical Encyclopedia which contains learning content consisting of material in semester 1 and 2 of class VIII for SMP / MTs. The filled material contains the define of the material discussed in each chapter and there are also sample questions and question exercises.

Android application is one of the approaches in the learning process. Application development on android can be used as a medium of learning mathematics so that it is easy to achieve learning goals in cognitive, affective and psychomotor aspects. In understanding the concepts in learning mathematics which is a cognitive ability. Understanding the concept is the ability to explain, explain, interpret, or capture a meaning of the object being studied so that it is not just remembering facts (Sanjaya, 2010).

RESEARCH METHOD

The Stages of research conducted on the ADDIE development model developed by (Dick, 1978), while the development therein is called Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. Stages of research that have been carried out are goal analysis (goal analysis, analysis of learning tools and materials, analysis of ability levels and characteristics of target users), design (application design to be presented, preparation of materials, preparation of material delivery flow in the form of flowcharts, making flowcart, and approve materials needed in encyclopedia development), development (application development), implementation (computer expert approval, material experts, and field discussions and conducting limited trials), and evaluations (evaluation of applications developed, carried out for forty before).

The formula used is

\[ P = \frac{\sum X}{N} \times 100\% , \ NA = \frac{\sum P}{n} \]

adopted from (Arikunto, 2010)

Information :
\( P = \) percentage score
\( NA = \) final score
\( \sum X = \) total score
\( N = \) maximal score
\( n = \) many questions

To determine the level of validity of the developed e-encyclopedia, criteria for qualification assessment based on (Arikunto, 2010) will be used as shown in table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Validity Level</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76-100</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Feasible/no revision needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-75</td>
<td>Quite Valid</td>
<td>Quite feasible/partial revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-50</td>
<td>Less Valid</td>
<td>Less feasible/partial revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;26</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Infeasible/total revision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results in this study are: the mathematical e-encyclopedia has been developed and the results of the mathematical e-encyclopedia of this research have been validated by experts to determine its validity and eligibility. The assessment results show that this mathematical e-encyclopedia has fulfilled a valid categories based on expert validation assessment, namely a computer expert and also a material expert. Whereas based on limited test tests from teachers and 21 students in the mathematical e-encyclopedia that was developed to obtain results with practical and effective criteria. Based on the criteria of validity, practicality and effectiveness of the developed e-encyclopedia application is fulfilled, and the final product is obtained in the form of a mathematical e-encyclopedia.

The e-encyclopedia application was developed in the form of an Android APK application that supports Android. So this applications, was developed flexibly. This learning media includes mobile learning based learning. This is in accordance with the definition of cellular learning stated by (O'Malley, 2013), namely learning so that students (students) do not remain silent in one place or learning activities that occur when students use mobile technology devices.

The trial results show that many 8th grade students are interested in this application because it is very easy to use. Students already use Android so that students feel worthy as a medium for learning in school, the road, home and anywhere.

![Figure 1. Front Page E-Encyclopedia](image-url)
Figure 2. semester 1 and 2 materials for class VIII Junior High School in the Mathematics e-encyclopedia

In this application there are several main menus, encyclopedia cover, choice of material in Semester 1 and semester 2, material for each semester in accordance with student books. The "Font Page" menu contains the title of the encyclopedia as well as the author. On the "semester options" menu contains the semester options to be selected according to student needs. In the "Material" menu, users can access all the desired material that contains several terms related to the material presented. This is in accordance with the opinion of (Terrell, 2011) about several criteria that make mobile learning effective.

Figure 3. Option all material available in semester 1 in the Mathematics e-encyclopedia
Figure 4 sample material sub-chapter in semester 1

Figure 5. Option material chapter in semester 2 in the Mathematics e-encyclopedia
Based on the results of a trial of 21 Sri Wedari Junior High School students that have been conducted, the results obtained are a mathematical e-encyclopedia application that was developed to get a grade worthy of use. This is in accordance with the criteria of quality learning media based on criteria proposed by (Elissavet, Georgiadou and Economides, 2000).

Comments and Suggestions

Computer Expert  add some more varied features such as animation
Material Expert  add more materials

Feasibility test results were obtained 95% for media or computer experts, 90% for material experts, 80% for field trials, and 83% for target users. Therefore, the mathematical e-encyclopedia application developed is suitable for use as a learning media. Learning media developed have advantages, which can be operated on Android and Windows-based devices; presenting material for junior high schools with flexible and easy to understand; presents a help definition to help students understand the material in each subject. In addition to the advantages mentioned earlier, the learning media developed also have weaknesses. Weaknesses of learning media developed include that learning media cannot be operated on mobile devices with operating systems other than Android.

Table 3 Comments and Suggestions by Practitioner Expert

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Comments and Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practitioner</td>
<td>it is better to give examples of questions and practice questions on each subject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Comments and Suggestions by Users (students)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Comments and Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>this practical e-encyclopedia application so that it can study anywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>can the e-encyclopedia application be added to the game?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>learning mathematics becomes interesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>for more applications like this that have many games</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applications developed in this research can only be run on Android-based mobile devices and computers. It is hoped to develop similar applications that can run on devices with different operating systems and on different materials. With the development of learning applications such as this technology, it is expected to increase the benefits of smartphones in the field of education and add student interest. In addition, the existence of applications like this can provide a more interesting and exciting learning experience for students.

CONCLUSION

The product developed is a mathematical e-encyclopedia in the form of an Android application. This application can also be operated on a computer or laptop with the Windows operating system. To install this application is very easy even can be sent via whatapps or email. This application presents two sub-topic material in each semester. In semester 1 there is material: Number Patterns, Cartesian Coordinate Systems, Relationships and Functions, Straight Line Equations, Linear Equations of Two Variables. While in semester 2 there are material: Pythagorean Theorem, Circles, Flat Side Building, Statistics, and Opportunities.

In this application there are several main menus, encyclopedia cover, choice of material in Semester 1 and semester 2, material for each semester in accordance with student books. The "Font Page" menu contains the title of the encyclopedia as well as the author. On the "semester options" menu contains the semester options to be selected according to student needs. In the "Material" menu, users can access all the desired material that contains several terms related to the material presented. This is in accordance with the opinion of (Terrell, 2011) about several criteria that make mobile learning effective..

Feasibility test results were obtained 95% for media or computer experts, 90% for material experts, 80% for field trials, and 83% for target users. Therefore, the mathematical e-encyclopedia application developed is suitable for use as a learning media. Learning media developed have advantages, which can be operated on Android and Windows-based devices; presenting material for junior high schools with flexible and easy to understand; presents a help definition to help students understand the material in each subject. In addition to the advantages mentioned earlier, the learning media developed also have weaknesses. Weaknesses of learning media developed include that learning media cannot be operated on mobile devices with operating systems other than Android.
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